A, of A, conformally upon the unit disk < 1 in a one-to-one manner. Denote by z = z(v) the mapping function. Considering the two bounded analytic functions z = z(v) and w = w(v) = f[z(v) ] in < 1, we denote by Er the set of v = elf such that both radial limits z(e'v), w(e'v) exist and w(etw) -woI < p. Er is measurable. We consider first the case that there exists a point e"9y E Er such that z(e'9) coincides with some z = e1A e E. There exists an asymptotic path X,, terminating at etoij along which f(z) converges to the asymptotic value w(e'L) lying in (c). Then, by a classical theorem on cluster sets, (c) C Sz(D) (z = ei) In the opposite case, z(e'w) belongs to E for every e"' E Er. As E is of linear measure zero, Er must be of linear measure zero, by a well-known extension of LUxvner's lemma.7 In other words, (w(v) -wo)/p is a function of class (U) in Seidel's sense.8
The purpose of this note is to state some theorems which generalize recent results of Ohtsuka,' Lohwater,2 Lehto, and Storvick.4
1. Let w = f(z) be a meromorphic function in the unit circle D: ZI < 1. Let zo = et@°be a fixed point on C: z = 1 and A an open arc of C containing zO. We suppose that E is a set of measure zero containing zo and contained in A. We associate with every eie A -E = eE an arbitrary simple curve A(etO) in D terminating at z = eio and the cluster set SA(eiS) off(z) at z = etG with respect to A(ei%), which is defined in the following way: a e SA(eiS) if there is a sequence of points Zn (n = 1, 2, . ) in D such that f(zn) -. a, Zn-ei , Zn e A(e'0). Clearly SA(eie) is either a continuum or a single point. We define the (interior) cluster set S,(D), the (boundary) cluster set S,(c), and the range of values Rz(D) of f(z) as usual.5
Further, we introduce another boundary cluster set rIO(c) of f(z) at zo as follows: pZo(C) = n Mr, where Mr denotes the closure of the union uS(e'0) for all e'0 in the r>O intersection of eE and z -zoI < r. It is clear that SZO'(D) S2(C), and rso(c) are all nonempty closed sets and that rFO(c) c S(C) c S'(D). It fixed throughout the proof. The inverse image of (c): w -w0| < p in Do consists of at most a countable number of connected regions. We denote the component containing z,, by A,, which may conceivably coincide with other A,'s.
We first treat the case in which there is an infinite number of components Air.
In this.case we assume for simplicity that A,,, elf such that both radial limits z(e'v), w(e'v) exist and w(etw) -woI < p. Er is measurable. We consider first the case that there exists a point e"9y E Er such that z(e'9) coincides with some z = e1A e E. There exists an asymptotic path X,, terminating at etoij along which f(z) converges to the asymptotic value w(e'L) lying in (c). Then, by a classical theorem on cluster sets, (c) C Sz(D) (z = ei) In the opposite case, z(e'w) belongs to E for every e"' E Er. As E is of linear measure zero, Er must be of linear measure zero, by a well-known extension of LUxvner's lemma.7 In other words, (w(v) -wo)/p is a function of class (U) in Seidel's sense. 8 Hence we have (c) c f(¾,,). Since there is an infinite number of distinct components { A,,} converging to zo, we have (c) c Sz(,D).
Next we consider a sequence of cross-cuts L, (n = 1, 2, ) converging to z0 and a corresponding sequence of positive numbers { Pn4 tending to zero, where L, and p, are chosen as above for each n. We denote by AA(9j) the component, containing z,,C(u _ N(n)), of the inverse image of (ca) W -Wo < Pn. Suppose that there exists at least one n for which the sequence A}(n) (,, _ N(n)) consists of infinitely many regions. We can conclude from the discussion above that Szo(D) contains wWo _ Pr,. Thus it remains to consider the case in which, for every n, A,,(n) consists of a finite number of different regions. Then it is easy to see that there exists an asymptotic path X of f(z) terminating at the point zo such that w0 is the asymptotic value. In the case under consideration, we can show that if Q denotes the complementary component of rz,(C) which contains w0, then R (D) covers Q. except for at most a set of capacity zero. Contrary to the assertion, suppose that Q -RIO(D) is of positive capacity. Then we can find a disk (Ko): z -z0 < ro and a set z c Q of positive capacity, with the property that f(z) does not belong to z for any z e D n (Ko). It is clear that there is a point a E A, different from w0, such that for all positive numbers Xq the intersection U(a, -) n z is of positive capacity, U(a, 77) denoting the n-neighborhood of a. Let a, be another point belonging to z and distinct from a and wo. Inside Q we draw a simple closed regular analytic curve Q VOL. 41, 1955 which surrounds Wo, a and passes through a, and whose interior G consists only of interior points of Q. We put 2h = U(a, at) n M, choosing ql so small that U(a, t01) is completely contained in G. Now, we select a positive number r (< ro) such that the set M, is outside the closure G of G. Denote by (K) the disk z -zoI < r.
We construct a cross-cut L of (K) n D which consists of two last parts A'(ee') and A'(eiS2) of A(ei'l) and A(etO2) (eiel, ei02 EeE, 01 < 00 < 02) and a rectilinear segment s, using the method stated above. We may suppose that the images of A'(eiel) and A'(eiO2) have positive distances from a. In the region D1 bounded by L and the circular arc (eto; 01 < 0 _ 02), we consider the inverse image f-'(G) and denote by A the component of f-'(G) which contains the last part of the asymptotic path X. The boundary of A consists of a finite number of segments qt (i = 1, 2, . .. , m)9 on s and at most a countable number of analytic curves lying in D1 and a bounded closed set on zI = 1. Clearly A is simply connected. We map A by z = z(r) conformally upon the unit disk < 1 in a one-to-one manner. The image of X terminates at a point to on | = 
